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ribbons in all her classes. Karen showed well and
enjoyed herself.
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Presidents Message Fall 2019

Pat Wolfe, Hilary Beatty with Larry and myself with
Francine were at St Lazare for a fun day of driving at a
superb venue organized by the St Lazare Carriage
Driving Club.
After what I thought was an excellent driving season, we
can now look forward to an important Annual General
Meeting and a Christmas party. The dates will be
announced after the Board decides timing and location.
I hope to see you all at both events.

WE have had a very successful summer and fall driving
experience with pleasant drives here in Eastern Ontario.
Some of us have also been fortunate to take part in
driving activities with the Tri-County Carriage
Association and the St. Lazare Driving Club. Such
interactions expand our own skills and our circle of
driving buddies.
On our home turf, Mary and Ian Mulligan hosted a
wonderful day at their facilities, which allowed drivers
to practice dressage, a wicked cones course, obstacles
and fantastic trails through their forest. Ian had the
grounds groomed to perfection, and the buffet was great
- the pulled pork sandwiches were a big hit.
Terry and Randy hosted a drive at Fairstead Farms
which had eight hitches taking part and passengers from
the UK as well! (Going international now!!!). Terry is
doing a great job introducing new drivers to this sport.
Keep at it Lori, Chantal and . We all enjoyed a
thrilling drive through the apple orchards and sugar
bush. There was a great turnout and the food afterwards
was fantastic.
Farther afield, we had four hitches taking part in The
Great Lakes Carriage Classic Show put on by the TriCounty Carriage Association. This show is a multi-day
affair located at the Ancaster Fair Grounds near
Hamilton. Terry, Chantal, Pat Wolfe, and Karen Lamb
made the long drive down and showed very well. Pat
cleaned up with his Fjords winning Show Reserve
Champion; Terry showed off her Canadian horse Theo
to great advantage and narrowly missed sweeping the

----------------------------

Bill Gardner
President - E.O.P.D.S.
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PART 2 - RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE
HORSE
by Heike Bean
Thank you to Ms. Heike Bean for giving permission to
reprint this article
A thank you to Regina Loubier for seeking out Ms. Bean
The article will be divided into four parts so keep a
lookout for the next parts.
Understanding the Human
Although it is we humans who want something from the
horse, horses also need to take on responsibilities.
They will need to learn to understand our body language
and even our vocal language.
They will need to learn, amongst other things:
 standing or moving at a certain pace when asked
to do so,
 moving their body in a certain way,
 listening to physical or voice commands from
the handler,
 controlling their fears,
 controlling their emotions,
 understanding that when hitched to a cart they
cannot do the same things as when they are
loose in the field
 look to us for guidance in difficult situations, not
making their own decisions
 submit to our requests at all times
 and so on
But of course it is up to us humans to make all this
important to the horse, and without understanding basic
nature of horses it won't work.
Ability
As the party who wants something from the other, we
also have to be a very good judge of the horse's ability,
be it the innate one or the acquired one through training.
If we are a good handler, we soon can figure out what
the horse can do or not, what he understands or not, and
when we ask within these limits, with kindness and
patience, we can trust to receive the right responses from
the horse, every time we ask.
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But again, all this depends on our ability to assess and
access the horse's ability.
Character
Horses really don't have a moral or ethical code in our
human sense, but they are very true and honest in always
letting us know how they feel about something, and
where we stand in the hierarchy.
A horse unspoiled by man is who he is: straight forward
in his emotions and intentions, inquisitive, without
malice, willing to submit to someone clearly superior.
Although horses pretty much possess the same range of
emotions as we humans do, like love, hate, anger,
frustration, ect., and each horse has a very unique and
distinct personality, with all the human traits of being
timid, bold, willful, strong willed, meek,
patient, impetuous, agreeable, cantankerous etc. etc. they
make no secret of them and display them for everybody
to see who can read them.
They also have an innate sense of right and wrong, but
they do need to always know where they stand with us,
and they will keep testing the borders, as they have this
need for security and leadership. Horses have survived
all these millions of years because they keep questioning
their position within the herd, as any weakness of the
current leader may lead to disaster for the herd.
If we humans don't violate a horse's nature by afflicting
emotional and physical discomfort or pain and learn to
read their answers to us, we have a most forthright
personality to deal with. Only horses who have had to
defend themselves repeatedly from ignorant or cruel
humans, lack this integrity, they are wary and they can
be very calculating and defensive, sometimes to the
point of aggression and violence. But with the right
handler, even this can be put right again.
With enough knowledge and sensitivity we can preserve
all the positive features in a horse, and make them work
to our advantage
There is no bad horse, no stupid horse, no malicious
horse, not until we make them that way, not until we
force them into this role that they would not want to
choose for themselves.
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Trust
In order to be comfortable with a horse, the driver needs
to be able to trust the horse.
Horses have to learn to react to the driver and their
surroundings in ways that are safe and predictable.
Depending on the individual personality and emotional
ability of the horse, this can be a fairly easy job for the
horse, or very difficult. Some horses are so timid by
nature, or have had such bad experiences, that they will
not be able to always control their fears and negative
expectations. It may be so bad that they cannot be trusted
enough to make a safe driving horse.
But a lot has to do with way the driver teaches and
handles the horse, and familiarity certainly plays a huge
role.
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like to be social, but also do not accept insults from herd
members. Thus they appeal to others to hang out with
them, wanting to be with them.
He feels that we humans should live up to being this
passive leader rather than the boss.
Someone else, I cannot remember who, came up with the
term: benevolent leader
I think I like that even better, as it implies that we want
the very best for our charge and always think of the
horse first when assuming the leader role.
So, all this said, how does one go about to get this kind
of relationship?
Earlier, I mentioned the theoretical side of it, the
necessary physical and emotional ingredients. Now I
will try to explain the practical application.

OUR ROLE AS THE LEADER

HOW TO BECOME AN ACCEPTABLE LEADER

The list of requirements on us as the horses' superiors
and handlers seems to take on immense proportions, and
it becomes quite clear that one cannot master all of this
in a short time and expect it to be sufficient to start a
fruitful and safe relationship with a horse. The sad part
about it is: if we are not competent enough, it is most
always the horse that pays, for even if we get hurt
ourselves, it will still be worse for the horse. He either
will be stamped unreliable, crazy, stupid, malicious and
will be sold or passed on, or left to his own devices in
someone's back yard, sometimes cared for and
sometimes not. Unless he is lucky enough to find a
different person who can understand him and help him
out of his predicament.
So let us explore how we can become a trusted and
accomplished leader to spare our horse any harmful
consequences.

Within the last 20 years many compassionate trainers
have developed ways to gain a horse's respect and trust
through methods that are easily understandable to the
animals and do not violate their emotional and physical
abilities.
Some of them are Natural Horsemanship, clicker
training, the Tteam approach, and many others.

What makes a good leader?
Mark Rashid made an interesting observation. From
watching many horses in herd situations, he found that
horses choose what he calls a "passive leader". This is
usually not the boss horse, as most boss horses are just
too bossy, and the underlings are afraid of them. What
he means by passive is simply the fact, that these horses
are very sure of themselves, can assess situations very
quickly to their benefit, know how to stay out of the
boss's way and not aggravate him/her, radiate confidence
and harmony, don't seem to need to suppress anybody,

Pick a training method and stick with it
All of these methods lead to very satisfactory results, but
for the average horse owner, with not too much time to
spend, it can all become somewhat confusing to sift
through all this information. And the more confused the
owner, the worse off the horse is.
Some horses are so turned off by all this "new" stuff as
their owners go to so many different clinics, trying so
many different approaches, that nothing makes sense any
more.
What works for me
In the following, I will try to tell you what I have found
to work for me and the horses I work with, after
watching many different methods. I use only very basic
and rudimentary signals, don't need a round pen, don't
claim to follow one method or the other, although you
may recognize some of it coming from this or that
trainer, and the results are quite fast and rewarding.
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Required tools

How do we gain trust?

The only tools required are a halter and a lead of about
12 feet,

By always being predictable to the horse. By asking for
the same things in the same way.

Required work area

By asking for things that are within the horse's reach, by
being kind, but firm and absolutely consistent with our
signals, by not annoying him with endless
repetitions,and by lavishly praising him for the right
response.

Some of the work can be done in the barn, or even in a
large stall, if necessary.
For the rest one needs a work area of about 30 to 40 feet,
a driveway or even a back road. It does not have to be
perfectly level, but should afford good traction.
The one requirement is that it is an area with few or no
distractions, at least at the very beginning of training.
The horse needs to be able to focus on the teacher.
Some good reasons for the horse not being attentive or
receptive would be if his closest buddy is being taken
away, if he is very new to distractive surroundings, if his
basic horse needs of sufficient exercise and time to play
are not met, if he is overfed with concentrates that make
him overly stimulated, or if he is very uncomfortable or
even painful in his body.
No horse can truly learn anything beneficial unless he is
in a calm state of mind and comfortable, just like us.
When outlining my teaching procedures in the following
I assume that this basic requirement is met.
Of course, there will be situations with certain horses
where this is not a given, but unfortunately I cannot go
into all this here. It would make a book. But if you need
help, there are plenty good teachers available now, lots
of books and DVDs, and lots of good articles on the
web. If you still have a problem, you are welcome to
contact me.
The Building of Respect and Trust
So basically, what does one have to do to gain respect
from a horse?
One asks him to do certain movements with his body,
that make sense to him and signal to him: I (the handler)
am the leader and I ask you to move out of my way, go
ahead of me, back away from me, stand still so I can
touch you etc. This is how horses communicate with
each other; this is how they determine rank within the
herd.

By proving to him that what we ask works and no harm
will come to him listening to us.
By making sure that the horse truly understands what we
want and that he will succeed executing it.
By always considering the horse's point of view.
By always striving to use the lightest aids possible and
instantly rewarding any attempt to do things right by
discontinuing the aid, but also to be persistent when the
response is slow and hesitant.
Use of voice
I prefer talking quite a bit to my horses, not confusing
wishy-washy, but things like good boy, great job, very
brave etc. When working on stops, backing, gait
transitions I always use the command that I will later use
in driving, and I am very careful that all commands are
distinctly different from each other so the horse will not
confuse them. I even chose horses' names so they don't
sound like a command.
For example, the name Mack would very much sound
like the command back, and the name Beau like the allimportant - Whoa. So if your horse has a name that he
listens to already, then you have to choose a different
sounding word for a command. It really does not matter
to the horse what you say as long as you and he know
what it means and it is applied consistently.
I also would like to mention here that horses are very
visual animals, much of their interspecies interaction and
communication takes place by observing and displaying
body gestures.
When wearing blinders a horse cannot see the driver, so
having a relationship based on trust and a
communication based on mutual understanding, esp.
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regarding the application of aids, be it whip, voice or
reins, becomes that much more important.
So how will all this work help us in driving?
First of all, we will have been building a relationship
with the horse. We will be able to communicate, know
what to expect from each other, we have become
familiar with each other. We can read and understand
each other.
But we also can now with precision and relaxation place
the horse's body where we need it to be. Be it while
grooming, harnessing or hitching. We don't have to tie
our horse for grooming and harnessing, when he moves
out of position we can calmly put him back where we
want him to be without shoving and making him nervous
or resistant. When hitching him to the cart we can with
precision put his body into the required position, and
when he moves without being asked can put him quietly
and calmly back to where we need him to be. No more
holding the head while hitching, no more nervous horse
anxious to move off. The horse will be in agreement
with the request and execute it with confidence and
willingness.

In Part 3, Ms. Bean talks about the 20 BASIC
EXERCISES FOR BUILDING RESPECT AND
TRUST.
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EOPDS Events

Main Farm Social Drive
by Wendy Huckabone
It was a fine day with the weather being very friendly to
our club this time around - sun shining and not too hot not a hint of rain. There were eight (8) hitches and all
enjoyed the drive on the cones, obstacles and on the trail
which as always were immaculately maintained by Ian
Mulligan. The social get together after the drive was a
resounding success with sixteen (16) people enjoying
Mary Mulligan's pull pork sandwiches and salad. As
always we ate under the trees which are always a
welcoming place to sit and chat with other members.
Hats off to all those who were able to attend this lovely
social drive and especially to the Mulligans for being the
ever hospitable hosts and the use of their farm – Thank
you.

Both Crysler Park and Greg Williams Farm drives were
cancelled to unforeseen circumstances this year.
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DATE

EVENT

LOCATION

CONTACT

Nov 1 – 10

Royal Winter Fair

Exhibition Place, Toronto,
Ontario, Canada M6K 3C3

http://www.royalfair.org/ info@royalfair.org
1-416-263-3400

Nov TBD

EOPDS Annual General Meeting AGM

TBD

TBD

Dec TBD

EOPDS Christmas Social

TBD

TBD

Other Driving Clubs event webpages (includes socials) listed as a courtesy: TCCA - https://www.tricountycarriage.com/events.html
SLCDC - http://www.attelagestlazare.org/e-activities.html (English)
http://www.attelagestlazare.org/activites.html (French)
EOMHC - http://easternontariominiaturehorseclub.ca/events/list/
OCDA - http://www.carriagedriving.ca/events_2018/

*EOPDS Dates & Venues subject to change
EOPDS: Eastern Ontario Pleasure Driving Society
OCDA: Ontario Carriage Driving Association
TCCA: Tri-County Carriage Driving Association
Association of America
OVLHA: Ottawa Valley Light Horse Association
SLCDC: St. Lazare Carriage Driving Club
EOMHC - Eastern Ontario Miniature Horse Club
Determined
TBA: To Be Announced
* - date not confirmed

CAA: Carriage
TBD: To Be
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Note that EOPDS has a Facebook page that
can be reached at:
https://www.facebook.com/EOPDS

Announcements
Some Carriage Clubs in Ontario and Western
Quebec
Eastern Ontario Pleasure Driving Society
http://www.eopds.ca/
Ontario Carriage Driving Association
http://66.49.173.199/Drive%20Ontario/OCDAHome.htm
Tri-County Carriage Association
http://66.49.173.199/Drive%20Ontario/TCCAEvents
.htm
Eastern Ontario Miniature Horse Club
http://easternontariominiaturehorseclub.ca/
St-Lazare Carriage Driving Club
http://www.attelagestlazare.org/

The website has also been reorganized to perform as a
pathway for new and experienced equestrians alike.
When members, and future members, visit
https://ontarioequestrian.ca/ they’ll see a more
streamlined design and user experience. The more
concise navigation and content will help users get to the
information they need quickly and easily.

NOTICE: Limerick Forest now has some trails
which are wide enough for carriage driving.
The main paved road through the forest is
Forsythe Road. Typhair Trail (it is also a 911
route) runs off of Forsythe to Cooper Road. It is
wide enough for a carriage, and closer to the
Cooper end there are wide cross trails, recently
built. Worth checking out!
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Classifieds
(Please note that classifieds will be kept in newsletter for
four issues or removed by seller if requested)

For Sale:
Cart suitable for light horse:
- wheels at ground 57" apart;
- height to seat 39";
- seat width 36";
- shaft length 78";
- width between shafts at narrowest point 29 1/4"
Moving, must sell. Make us an offer.
Contact(s):
Nancy 613-859-4950 (call/text) or
email: nelver@iname.com or
Sue email: suehobin@live.ca

For Sale:
In and out cart, double seat.
Black metal Shafts will fit Morgan, Arabian or Cob
horse Never used - $550.00
email: marthaapbt7@gmail.com or 613-258-4394
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For Sale:
Driving bridle, bronze bit
Bronze accents on headband
Rolled leather over check
Will fit Morgan, Arabian or Cob Horse
Never used $250.00
email: marthaapbt7@gmail.com or 613-258-4394

October 2019

For Sale:
Meadowbrook cart, good condition, suitable for 13-15
hands $1,200
For further information, please call Janet at 613-2533353 or email janetnb@storm.ca

For Sale:
Willis cart, made in USA, good condition, suitable for
13 - 15 hands $550
For Sale:
Millrun road cart, excellent condition, suitable for 13 15 hands $3,000
For further information, please call Janet at 613-2533353 or email janetnb@storm.ca

Harness also available.
Other items for sale:
- 20 foot hay elevator with half horsepower motor,
excellent condition $250
- Snow plow attachment for ATV, excellent condition
$250
- towing broadcast spreader $75
- 3 stall mats $40 each
- Many more miscellaneous horse items
For further information, please call Janet at 613-2533353 or email janetnb@storm.ca
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For Sale: Canadian Mare for Sale
Twin Willows Ferari Wynsome [CAN] 14197
Sire: Beckett’s Creek Calypso Ferari [CAN] 6948
Dam: Twin Willows Lalou Gabrielle [CAN] 8146
Date of Birth: June 17, 2009
Sex: Female
Height: 15.2hh
Price: $ 10,000

October 2019

She is up to date with shots, farrier and deworming.
Contact Francine at francine@twinwillows.ca. Here is
Wynsome’s video link.

Twin Willows Ferari Wynsome [CAN]14197 is a
registered 100% Canadian mare, boasting the refined
breeding of the Viger and Brio de la Victoire bloodlines.
Although the Canadian horse is recognized as the
National Horse of Canada, it is a rare breed, and is
currently critically endangered.
Wynsome has excellent conformation, an extremely
friendly temperament and a very willing attitude.
She has been training for 8 months with Ali Imankhani,
a certified Stage 4 Riding Instructor with the British
Horse Society, in flat work, to the First Level Dressage
with lateral movements and collection in walk, trot and
canter. She is a well-balanced horse that is completely at
home with trail riding and living outside 24/7.
Wynsome has also been ground driven with long lines.
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For Sale: - Side Spring Pony Carriage for 13h-14h
pony. New rubber on the wheels. Excellent condition
and show ready. Very elegant. Box not included.
Located in Kemptville, Ontario 15 minutes north of the
US border at Ogdensburg NY. $1200 CDN Contact
Terry Olmstead 613-878-1472 or email at
fairsteadstable@gmail.com
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For Sale: - Cart - Wheels: 50.5" 57" apart
Shaft is 69" 38" at the widest 9" at the narrowest
Seat width 41"
Suitable for Clyde cross
Asking price $ 2,500.00
Contact Nadja Davidson at 613-836-2755 or
e-mail: nadja5@sympatico.ca
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For Sale: - Samson Deluxe Nylon Harness for sale.
No. 74-9501 Full Horse, Never used.
Price $ 250.00
Contact Paula 613-821-1844 box 2 or
Email: trottinstructor@rogers.com

October 2019

For Sale: - McLaughlin road cart
Professionally restored and never used.
All original parts, built circa 1900.
Painted in Brewster Green
48” wheels on rubber
Seat Cushion: horse hair covered in tan
bedford cord
Original McLaughlin name plate
Suitable for 15-16 HH Horse
asking $1950US
Contact John at 905-648-1344 or
e-mail: john_sat@hotmail.com
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For Sale: Pole for Pair
Painted with black primer, ready to match your carriage.
The iron work looks like it could have been made by
Brewster Carriage NYC. Suitable for a carriage or
sleigh. Asking $325 US
Contact John at 905-648-1344 or
e-mail: john_sat@hotmail.com
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For Sale: 4-seater Ralli Cart with curved shafts made
in 1885, in Montreal for a priest. Very good condition,
asking $3500. Fits horse from 15.2h to 17h. Contact
Hilary Beaty, 613-932-1445 or h.beaty1@gmail.com

Wanted: - Mini and/or small pony harness, carts or
wagons. Will repair if required. Contact 613-292-6805
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EOPDS Contact:
Drive Ontario offers free advertising to all who are
members of Drive Ontario, which includes EOPDS
members. Contact DriveOntarioClassifieds@xplornet.ca
to post an ad or view ads at www.driveontario.ca

William (Bill) Gardner, President
5318 Sand Rd.,
Vars, Ontario
K0A 3H0

gardner.eopds@gmail.com 613-835-9807
Membership Notice: Participants in club events
must have a current membership. Send proof of
insurance with the signed renewal and waiver
forms (available at http://www.eopds.ca/ )
Fees: Individual $30, Family $40
Mail to: Barry Beach, EOPDS Treasurer,
1894 March Road, Kanata, ON K2W 0G4

Telephone: 613-839-2127

Barry Beach
(Treasurer):

613-839-2127

Regina Loubier
(Vice President / Secretary): 613-258-4305
Directors
Lori Foley
Wendy Huckabone
Maney McNeil
Margaret Monnelly

613-859-3471
613-258-2961
613-347-2541
613-825-3853

Past President
Note that EOPDS has a Facebook page that can
be reached at:
https://www.facebook.com/EOPDS

Terry Olmstead

613-258-1472

Send articles and classified items for the next
newsletter to:
Wendy Huckabone
R.R. #1, 1001 Floyd Rd.,
Kemptville, ON
K0G 1J0
Email: wendy.huckabone@ripnet.com
Telephone: 613-258-2961
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